
re-established. They said the Soviet school has been characterized by weak

discipline, and even in places by the complete absence o all discipline.

I know .a cases when, the o44ams. aa4- organization and. maintenance of -44.

discipxline is shoveled f over to the student government, ano. tie teacher

is asign.d. a passive role, and. on" even ncne at all. On Sept. 2,1933 the

Moscow correspondant of the New York Herald ti Tribune reported. When the

25,,,00,000,0,0 children and youth resume 4e4 their studies this week in the

xft 200,000 little red schools in the USSR they found that the Educational Revolution

that had been in progress ,-atrae.d advanced with the scrapting of ti-'e so-called

Brigade System and the project method and the restoration of the tsacher to the

time honored 44a position s as disciplinarian. Thar. is a new exnphais on

rudiments of human knowledge, K including the traditional three k Rs, aua relegation

of secondary matters to secondary importance, 4e-. ?rom 1919 to 1932-49----the

Russians triedth. I Progressive Education and found it want ing.aad-4..a4__44

and, did. away with it,-d re4M is-.-44t introduced sia soI4- ma

methods of education, but by 1932 It wasz just gettingw iaezspre. in the

United £tate3, aiid i: 14e"-i-_ it ut -t 3xtsndiug further. * Now,

4._.r-..4ia4.a_ any z absolutes. He denied * any belief in u a god

at or any absolute principles of ethics. He said everything was just all by

expenisament by seeing what yanked, whatev'r was best for tns particular cai1d,

he took the x Mss extreme pr,attxizt tituo.e 0i.-Au ever tii have been

se bad were it not for the fast that ñ within the movement of the prorssssive

usA education in America th.re same a second wave i.44u- which considered the

.4g1.n.- eIgiaal Dewe"Ites as soft progressives , and. thought of th.me1ve'

ion of the tnew frontier, that phrase they used about 1930, and then it was

rather abandoned until recently it wasuset z g4 , they thought of themselves

as hart progreskives, and. they and a. grout of this type by 1930 had. succeeded

in taking over the leadership of the i).w$eyite ...- movement , and Dewey is said

to have regretted, the extreme
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